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Welcome to UD Trucks newsletter! In this issue:
• Heroes of logistics
• Quester for good in Thailand

• UD responding to COVID-19 worldwide
• Other news from UD

Heroes of logistics
Logistics is the lifeblood of society. Trucks move the daily necessities
that our lives depend on. Truck drivers and the people who service our
trucks are true heroes in these trying times. For UD, it is more important
than ever to go the extra mile to ensure the health and safety of all
customers, partners and employees, to keep societies moving.
Here is what we do to protect our people and continue serving our
customers with minimal interruption.

Quester for good in Thailand
Back to 2018, Chaleo Yoovidhyanusorn Foundation chose a Quester
truck to be transformed into a mobile blood donor unit and donated it
to a local hospital in Bangkok. During the COVID-19 pandemic, this
carefully customized unit had helped alleviating the blood shortage in
many hospitals.
Discover the story behind a uniquely designed truck that keeps proving
outstandingly useful to the community.

UD responding to COVID-19 worldwide
We are taking various steps and precautions to keep our employees,
our customers and our partners safe and well.

Ageo and Bangkok plants are running with upgraded hygiene measures in place.

Besides protecting our own people, we donated 5,000 masks to nursery schools in
Ageo City.

SPECIAL THANKS
to UD staff and dealership staff around the world

Our frontline heroes in Singapore. Ensuring minimal interruption for maximal uptime.

The smiles and upbeat spirit from our dealership staff in South Africa shine through the
face masks.

Safety of our customers and staff is also the priority in Thailand. Each visitor gets his
temperature checked, while mobile units take extra protection when being on-site.

Parts availability is a central element in our Uptime support. Covering the Middle
East and North African markets, UD Trucks' parts distribution center in Dubai is running
smoothly, applying strict hygiene measures for all the personnel.

Other news from UD

All New Quon virtual launch in
Hong Kong

A new exclusive importer and
distributor in Saudi Arabia

Aimed at boosting productivity and

UD Trucks partners with Zahid Tractor

profitability for business owners

to be the new exclusive importer and

and logistics companies in Hong Kong,

distributor of UD trucks, parts and

UD Trucks' All-new Quon has been

services in Saudi Arabia.

launched in the peninsula.

Read more...

Read more...

Online welcome for 200+
graduates in Japan
UD Trucks held its first-ever virtual
welcome ceremony for new graduates
across 16 locations in Japan. Among this
second largest intake after last year's
record-high recruitment, the vast majority
will serve as mechanics to help maximize
uptime.
Read more...

Thank you for your interest in UD Trucks. We hope you and your loved
ones stay healthy and well in these extraordinary times. We will be here
to support you in any way we can.
In our next issue: Japan’s largest single order of New Quon
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